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From: Joe Rodgers <RodgersJ@Theragenics.com>
To: Eric Jameson <EJameson@dnr.state.ga.us>
Date: Thursday, 25 August, 2005 15:07:58
Subject: RE: a few questions on the I-Seed SS&D amendment

Eric,

1. The relationship between contained and apparent is 1.0 mCi
apparent = 1.3 mCi contained.
2. Yes, they are identical except for the seed.
3. The I-Seed labels contain the patient name on the outer
pig for sterile and non sterile - loose and MICK. I-Seed nonsterile vials
for loose seeds do not have the patient name. For seeds in MICK, there is
only the pig label. We may update the vial label for nonsterile loose
seeds vials to include the patient name. When we do, I will send you an
updated label.
4. The reason we order Pdl03 in terms of U is because of the
previous pracatice of ordering in mCi based on the Cd109 standard prior to a
NIST WAFAC standard. 1-125 is order in mCi apparent because our standard
has always been the NIST WAFAC for 1-125 seeds (i.e. our seed was introduced
after the WAFAC standard was implemented).

Hope that helps.

Best regards,
Joe

Joseph J. Rodgers, M.S.
Associate Director of Radiation Physics
Theragenics Corporation
770-831-4181 (direct)
770-831-4289 (fax)
770-271-0233 (main)
770-560-3172 (cell)

"NOTICE: This communication may contain priviledged or other confidential
information. If you are not the intended recipient, or believe that you
have received this communication in error, please do not print, copy,
retransmit, disseminate, or otherwise use the information. Also, please
indicate to the sender that you have received this communication in error,
and the delete the copy you received. Thank you."

----- Original Message -----
From: Eric Jameson [mailto:EJameson@dnr.state.ga.us]
Sent: Thursday, August 25, 2005 2:54 PM
To: RodgersJ@Theragenics.com
Subject: a few questions on the I-Seed SS&D amendment

Joe,

After performing the review of the I-Seed SS&D amendment request, I
have the following minor questions.

1) What is the relationship between contained activity and apparent
activity for the I-Seed?
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2) Are the TheraSeed and I-Seed version of the TheraLoad and the
TheraStrand identical (with the exception of the isotope)? Meaning, do
the trays contain the same maximum number of needles/strands, with a
maximum of two trays per envelope?

3) I noticed that, for seeds shipped sterile in glass vials or in MICK
cartridges, the TheraSeed vial label contains the patient's name, while
the I-Seed does not. Was this Theragenics' intent, or should the labels
contain the same information?

4) Please refresh my memory: Pd-103 seeds are ordered in terms of U,
while 1-125 seeds are orders in terms of mCi apparent. Does this result
from the NIST WAFAC and, for a long time, the lack of a direct traceable
measurement for Pd-1 03?

Upon receipt of your response to these questions, I will be able to
complete the review and forward the draft certificate to concurrence
review.

Sincerely,

Eric T. Jameson
Environmental Radiation Specialist
Radioactive Materials Program
voice: 404-362-2675
fax: 404-362-2653
e-mail:ejameson@dnr.state.ga.us

CC: John Lobdell <LobdellJ@Theragenics.com>, Betsy Cortelloni
<CortellB@Theragenics.com>


